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Tests of significance can be determinedfrom the roots
ofR-lH. In the caseof multiple Ys, Roy's greatest charac
teristic root test is performed. In the case of a single Y,
such a test can be reduced to the well-known F test.

For the case in which both A and C are vectors, it is
also possibleto determinesimultaneous confidence inter
vals around a point estimate:

.,---------
a'KBc ± v c' ~c(a'(K(X'XtlK')a), (4)

die
wherev is a criticalvalue(e.g., t); X'X is the uncorrected
sums of squares and cross products of the X (its inverse
is often referred to as the variance-covariance factors
amongthe estimates); and the remaining matricesare de
fined as in Equation 1.

Input. Input to the programconsists of: (1) a titlecard;
(2) a parametercard containing information regardingthe
number of criteria, number of predictors, error term
degrees of freedom, critical value for the constructionof
the confidence intervals (if such intervals are to be con
structed), number of sets of contrast coefficientmatrices
to be read, number of sets of weighting coefficientma
trices to be read, and the form of the various matrices
input to the program; (3) either the error sumsof squares
andcrossproducts matrixor the error variance-eovariance
matrix, in either lower triangular or full form; (4) either
the predictor sums of squares and cross products matrix
or the variance-covariance factors among the estimates
matrix, in either lower triangular or full form; (5) a
reparameterization matrix (optional); (6) the parameter
estimates matrix; (7) a set of contrast coefficient matrices;
(8) a set of weighting coefficientmatrices (if omitted, all
possible equally weighted linear combinations or com
pounds can be assessed).

Output. Summary output includes the job title, pro
gram options selected, error sums of squares and cross
products matrix, error variance-eovariance matrix,predic
tor sums of squares and cross products matrix (if input),
variance-covariance factors amongthe estimatesmatrix,
reparameterization matrix (if input), variance-covariance
factors among the estimates determined from the
reparameterization matrix (if a reparameterization matrix
has been read), parameteresimates matrix, parameteres
timates determined from the reparameterization matrix(if
a reparameterization matrix has been read), contrast
coefficients, and weighting coefficients. Printed output
includes: for eachmultivariate hypothesis tested, the roots
of R-lH, canonical correlations, and Roy's greatest
characteristic root test; for each univariate hypothesis
tested, sums of squaresand mean squares for hypotheses
and error, F, and partial R2

; for each confidenceinterval
drawn, the estimateassociatedwith the confidenceinter
val, its standard error, and its upper and lower bounds.
A brief option is also available, which will eliminate all
matrixoutputexceptthe contrastand weighting matrices.

Technical Information. Theprogramis writtenin 1977
ANSI standardFORTRAN IV and shouldbe compatible
withany modernFORTRANcompiler. All computations
are performed in double-precision arithmetic, and core

(3)

(1)

R = E'E.

Y = XB + E,

where A is a matrix, each row of which contains con
trasts on the estimates; K is an optionalmatrix, with rank
less thanor equal top, whichmaybe usedto reparameter
ize the model; C is a matrix, each columnof which con
tains weighting coefficients for the Ys; and the remain
ing matrices are defined as in Equation 1.

The definitionof the error matrix depends, of course,
on the assumption concerning the nature of the Xs. For
a model in whichall Xs are assumedfixed, R can be de
fined simply as:

where Y is a matrix of q randomvariables for n observa
tions(frequently referredto as "criterion variables," "de
pendentvariables," etc.); X is a matrix ofp fixed and/or
random variablesfor n observations(often referred to as
"predictor variables," "independent variables," "group
ing variables," "covariates," etc.); B is a matrix con
tainingp weights for each Y (variously referredto as "un
standardized partial regressioncoefficients, " "estimates
of effects," etc.); E is a matrix of q random variables
for n observations, representingthe errors in prediction.

Tests of hypotheses for this model can be determined
from the hypotheses (H) and error (R) matrices:

H = (AKBC)' (AK(X'XtlK')A'tl(AKBC), (2)

Following the rejection of an overall null hypothesis,
it is often useful to locate those linear combination(s) of
the parameters that have contributed to the rejection.
Gabriel (1968, 1969) proposeda very general and widely
applicable method, referred to as a Simultaneous Test
Procedure (STP), that may be employedfor such follow
up analyses in any of a variety of general linear model
designs. Excellentdiscussions of various applications of
thismethod can be found in Berger(1978), Harris (1985),
Miller (1977), Morrison (1976), and Timm (1975). The
purpose of the present program is to perform such STPs.

Estimation and Hypothesis Testing. Considerthe fol
lowing expression of the general linear models:
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storage requirements on a UNIVAC 1100/92 are approx
imately 53Kwords. Thisincludes 13Kwordsfor program
storage, and 40K words for data storage.

Array storage consists entirely of a singly subscripted
array stored in COMMON. This array is subdivided at
executiontime according to the problemsize and the var
ious program options chosen, through the use of integer
pointers that allocatevarious portionsof the array. Thus,
the program is quite flexible in terms of the number of
problems it can analyze. Becausethe various optionsaf
fect storageallocation differently, boththe typeofproblem
analyzed and the options chosen determine the amount
of core storage utilized. Moreover, the program reallo
cates memory at several stages during execution. Thus,
it is extremely difficult to outline storage limitations. In
any event, the size of all matrices involved in any given
analysis may not exceed .ooסס2 This limitation can be
easily altered by changingthree statements in the MAIN
routine.

In addition, two peripheral storagedevicesare used as
binary scratch units. The unit numbersfor these devices,
as well as for the input unit, output unit, and up to three
different alternate devices that might contain the error
matrix, variance-covariance factors (or predictorsumsof
squaresand cross products)matrix, andthe parameteres-

timates matrix, respectively, are assignable within the
BLOCK DATAsubprogram. Currently, thesedevices are
assigned the numbers 2, 3, 5, 6, 0, 0, and0, respectively.

The alternate inputdevice(s) maybe assigned unit num
bers on the parameter card at execution time.

Availability. Reprints of this paper and an annotated
sourcelistingcontaining a user's manualcan be obtained
at no charge from the author.
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